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Overall goals of project as outlined in original proposal
Problem: The Barnegat Bay Estuary supports a unique blend of organisms and habitats as well as
commercial and recreational fishing interests (Hales, 2011). From a fishing effort standpoint, commercial
blue crab fishers predominate and rely heavily on this productive system to make a living. It is welldocumented that commercial and recreational crab pot fishing in Barnegat Bay has risen in recent years
(Jivoff, 2011). In the past decade, Barnegat Bay’s percentage of New Jersey’s blue crab catch has
quadrupled (Jivoff 2011, NJDEP data) demonstrating the substantial amount of fishing effort present in
smaller systems (as opposed to Delaware, Chesapeake Bays). Unfortunately, the dynamic nature of
Barnegat Bay (boat traffic, bottom currents, seasonal icing, and storms) may render a substantial
proportion of gear lost or damaged every year, likely increasing bycatch mortality. Barnegat Bay
provides a variety of Essential Fish Habitat (EFH, as defined in USDOC, 1996; Benaka, 1999) for
estuarine-dependent species including those associated with trap bycatch: white perch, toadfish, black
sea bass, tautog, summer / winter flounder, and blue crab.
The frequency and impact of “ghost” or derelict gear fishing has recently generated considerable
scientific / community interest in several of the larger U.S. estuarine / coastal ecosystems (i.e. the highly
profitable blue crab trap fisheries in the Chesapeake Bay and Gulf of Mexico). Although estimates vary
widely by region, technique, and habitat - commercial fishers may lose up to 25-30% of traps on an
annual basis. These recent studies (Guillory et al. 2001; Slacum et al. 2007; Havens et al., 2011) have
made impressive strides identifying the scale of the problem and impacts on associated bycatch species
in these regions while, more importantly, initiating removal efforts to restore critical resources.
However, larger systems tend to receive a majority of the attention from a science / outreach
standpoint. Without hard data, commercial and recreational fishers, alike, may justifiably feel that ghost
fishing is negligible in small-to-medium sized systems (such as Barnegat Bay) that distribute fewer
licenses and generate comparably lower overall profits. Our data in an adjacent system (Great Bay, NJ)
shows otherwise (Straub, Sullivan and Evert, 2010).
The potential consequences of derelict gear in Barnegat Bay are two-fold: (1) negative ecological
impacts on target / non-target species and associated habitat and (2) loss of product, time, and income
for the commercial (and recreational) fishing community. Identification of the extent of the problem and
subsequent removal of derelict gear would have immediate benefits for the Barnegat Bay ecosystem as
a whole. This project identified accumulations of derelict gear and removed sub-samples of gear from
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Fig. 1. Representative images from preliminary Klein 3900 side-scan sonar surveys:(A) Crab pot (B) Channel
marker / piling / pipe (C) Conch pot (note: scales vary between images).
areas of concern. In addition, the project fostered increased local awareness and development of best
management practices for commercial and recreational fishers and boaters.
Progress on main objectives
Objective 1: Identify and map derelict crab trap targets via side-scan sonar surveys. Produce GIS-based
ghost pot density maps for subsequent removal efforts.
Outcomes: 344 probable ghost pot targets were imaged with Stockton’s Klein 3900 side-scan sonar
system over a total surveyed area of 23.3- km2 (Fig. 1a) during the winter of 2013. Areas surveyed
ranged from Stouts Creek (north) to Cedar run (south) in Barnegat Bay (Fig. 2). Densities of pots in
higher loss areas (i.e. Mill Creek to Cedar Run – Fig. 4) approached ~40 pots / km2. Surveyed targets
were used to create base map assignments for participating commercial crabber Joe Rizzo. Rizzo and
Stockton recovery teams traveled to pot-rich habitats and reacquired targets with Humminbird sideimaging sonar units (898 SI combo) for recovery operations (Fig. 3). Although not within original scope
of project due to distance / Sandy impacts, Toms River north to Mantoloking appears to have significant
levels of commercial and recreational pot loss for future work / proposals (pers. com. with local
crabbers).
Objective 2: Remove and dispose and / or recycle derelict gear from areas of concern with the help of
commercial crabbers. Including concomitant identification of bycatch species.
Outcomes: An initial training day in mid-February 2013 introduced collaborating commercial crabber J.
Rizzo to the overall goals and objectives of the project, initiated Humminbird side-imaging unit training,
and solicited input on the PI’s proposed retrieval techniques. Overall, 50 pots were retrieved (see Figs.
3a-f for photos of recovery operations, Appendix F-G for photo catalog of recovered pots and
associated bycatch) over a 2 week period in early March 2013. This time frame represented a shortened
window of opportunity due to the after-effects of Hurricane Sandy in the southern New Jersey region
(typical off-crabbing season recovery window, mandated by NJ Department of Environmental
Protection, is Nov. 15 – Mar. 15). Given the right combination of appropriate weather conditions,
recovery gear upgrades (bent nail to grapple configuration), and moderately dense fields of ghost pot

targets – recovery efforts were able to accumulate 10-15 pots per day by the end of the recovery
season.
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Fig. 2. GIS map of mid-to-south Barnegat Bay (NJ) with surveyed probable (light gray) and
retrieved (red) pots superimposed. Boxes represent extent of surveyed areas. Insets: Klein 3900
side-scan sonar system / Scientific team conducting a survey grid / Three representative sidescan debris images from Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 (cont.). GIS map of south Barnegat Bay to Little Egg Harbor (NJ). Surveyed probable pots
in light gray. Boxes represent extent of surveyed areas.

Analysis in the lab of bycatch photos taken in the field identified macro-organisms found in recovered
pots: Rock crab (Cancer irroratus) – 13 individuals, oyster toadfish (Opsanus tau) - 7, tautog (Tautoga
onitis) - 5, blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) – 2, green crab (Carcinus maenas) – 1 (see Appendix F for
photos). Analysis of pot condition variables allows for a better understanding of whether these species
are bycatch or simply using degraded pots as habitat (i.e. could move freely in and out). Overall, 6% and
23% of pots retrieved were deemed intact (able to fish) or dented / not rusted (able to fish), respectively
(Fig. 5). Alternatively, 31% and 40% of pots retrieved were categorized as “collapsed / rusted (unable to
fish)” and “partial pot / twisted (unable to fish),” respectively (Fig. 5). Of the pots categorized as “able to
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Fig. 3. (A) Humminbird side-imaging sonar (898c SI combo) unit used for crabber re-acquisition of targets.
(B) Bent nail-and-line grapple system used to retrieve an imaged pot (J. Rizzo pictured). (C) Bycatch
(Tautoga onitis) from a recovered pot. (D) A recreational pot as evidenced by low grade mesh material and
non-standard float. (E) Humminbird image of depression / scouring (cursor mark) left by a successfully
retrieved pot. (F) Ghost pots accumulating on board J. Rizzo’s vessel after a successful day of retrievals.

fish,” 72% possessed either an open lid / panel / or other form of escape for entrapped organisms (Fig.
5). Given the poor construction of the majority of recovered pots (i.e. recreational), true bycatch levels
are likely quite low. Unfortunately, due to the necessary retrieval step of removing sediment from
recovered pots (i.e. dragging pots behind retrieval vessel) – some pot-associated organisms were likely
lost from final data tallies.
An April 1, 2013 crab pot processing event (which brought together project scientists and undergraduate
students from M. Sullivan’s Richard Stockton College “Fisheries Science and Management” course)
extracted additional data from recovered pots (noted in previous section) and either set aside fishable
pots (intact or dented/not rusted) for re-use or broke down unfishable pots (collapsed/rusted or partial
pot/twisted) for scrap recycling. The total weight of the retrieved pots was 642 pounds with the majority
of loss (81%) assigned to recreational pots. Given the construction materials typically used for
recreational pots, most of the processed pots were recycled as scrap.
Objective 3: Reduce negative species / habitat interactions and increase gear retention by
implementing education / awareness programs for recreational boaters and fishers, summer rental
property owners (including renters) and bay visitors.
Outcomes: While this project primarily represented an identification and recovery effort, significant
benefits from the outreach component were completed through the following, intertwined efforts:
Best practices guides / fact sheets / Coast Guard training - As derelict crab pots are an ongoing problem
within Barnegat Bay, local education efforts are a vital component of this project. A series of “best
practices” brochures were produced targeting specific user groups including: recreational crabbers,
recreational boaters and shore visitors/renters (Appendices A-B). These brochures will be disseminated
through local marinas, realtor offices and educational institutes, as well as online at various websites
including our website www.wecrabnj.org (currently under construction, see Appendix C for home page).
Each brochure focuses in on the key ways to prevent pot loss specific to the user. Recreational crabbers
learn how to properly rig a pot using the correct gear and the importance of pot location. The
recreational boaters’ brochure highlights how to avoid creating ghost pots through education on buoy
lines and high density areas. Based on the above, informational slides and factsheets were created for
use in local Coast Guard Auxiliary Boating Safety Education courses to educate recreational boaters on
identifying high pot density areas and how to avoid crab pot buoys.
Additional outreach opportunities have occurred through this grant including presentations and
exhibiting. Numerous presentations on the project have been made to various audiences from middle
school to peers. P. Straub presented to a group of middle and high school teachers during an “Estuaries
101” professional development workshop in July. M. Reding and S. Evert presented to over 345 middle
and high school students during World Water Monitoring Day at Wharton State Forest (Appendix D) and
three professional presentations were presented by M. Sullivan, S. Evert and P. Straub (Coastal and
Estuarine Research Federation Biannual Conference, CERF, and Atlantic Estuarine Research Society,
AERS). The project was also highlighted at the Barnegat Bay Festival in June highlighting properly rigged
pots. Discussions with recreational crabbers at the festival led to the creation of a “Rig-It-Right” kit that

will soon be available through the wecrabnj.org website. This kit will have the proper gear to correctly
rig a commercial-style crab pot. Finally, a project “Lunch N’ Learn” program was presented January 8,
2014 by S. Evert at the Jacques Cousteau National Estuarine Reserve Education Center.
Future work and problematic ghost pot areas in Barnegat Bay, NJ
Given the returns from this project, the PIs have little doubt that this work can be transferred to other
sections of Barnegat Bay / systems successfully and for a reduced cost (given the infrastructure /
knowledge already in place). During the 2013 surveys, Stockton researchers concentrated on areas
south of the Forked River – this information was ascertained through conversations with commercial
crabbers working the area. Thus, the survey team attempted to maximize the 6 funded survey days in
areas of probable loss and did so with good success - imaging 344 ghost pots over an 23.3 km2 area.
Additional areas within this “corridor” that were suggested (but not surveyed due to funding and time
constraints) included the area south of the West Creek in LEH Bay.
Though originally discounted as an area of potentially low loss (via commercial contacts), it has since
come to the PIs attention that the Toms River area north almost to Mantoloking is in fact heavily fished
and suspected to contain significant numbers of lost commercial and recreational crab pots. This
information has been provided by one of the largest operators in the area who, as a result of
Superstorm Sandy, lost over 400 commercial crab pots valued at ~ $18,000.00. This crabber has
personally recovered about half of the missing gear. A second crabber has contacted Richard Stockton
College via NJ Fish and Wildlife offices to inquire about possible projects in the Toms River to Pt.
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6
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5.85
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4.27
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5.3

N/A

N/A

LEH 2

Cedar Run

1.89

70

37.04

LEH 2

Cedar Run (small extra piece)

0.21

4

19.05

Fig. 4. Summary of geographic locations around Barnegat Bay surveyed with Klein 3900 side-scan sonar
unit. Note: Mill Creek / Westecunk Creek surveyed under non-ideal weather conditions. Imaged pots not
included in this analysis.

Pleasant Canal corridor, citing significant losses of their own and first-hand knowledge of areas of
potential high loss. These individuals are also asking that post-Sandy clean-up efforts that may remove
portions of marked gear find a mechanism to return it to them on behalf of the Barnegat Bay
commercial fishing community. Richard Stockton College staff has made attempts to coordinate such
efforts with the NJDOT and NJFW offices overseeing the clean-up operations. It is very unclear at this
time which specific areas of the bays will be surveyed via post-Sandy funding sources and what types of
debris will be removed. It is the PI’s understanding that marked channels, lagoons, marinas and
entrances to vessel mooring areas will take priority - whereas the majority of lost crabbing gear is
generally outside of these areas. The current project has the infrastructure in place to locate and
remove gear in these additional high loss regions of Barnegat Bay.
Lessons learned
•Derelict gear removal projects often present system-specific challenges that require substantial finetuning of technique – there is typically no “one size fits all” solution.
•In this particular system (Barnegat Bay), the initial larger-scale mapping survey was critical for
providing exact removal coordinates for medium-to-lower density habitats.
•Given the high percentage of recreational pots recovered displaying non-standard configurations,
education programs revolving around proper pot construction are critical for reducing future loss.

Percent of total

•Once the challenges of a particular system are identified and infrastructure in place, future removal
efforts are likely to offer continued rewards in terms of restored habitat.
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Accomplishments by the numbers
> 344 pots imaged with Klein 3900 side-scan sonar
> 23 km2 of Barnegat Bay surveyed
50 pots and associated debris removed weighing a combined 642 pounds
25 Stockton undergraduate Fisheries Science course students involved in data collection
3 professional meeting presentations completed
158 individuals shown a properly rigged crab pot at project Barnegat Bay Festival booth
2 educator / lunch and learn workshops completed
345 students educated at World Water Monitoring Day Challenge
2 outreach brochures produced
1 educational website created
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Klein 3900 side-scan sonar winter survey work.

J. Rizzo with recovered and tagged crab pot.

Stockton Fisheries Science student data collection.

Barnegat Bay Partnership Newsletter article – M. Reding
Barnegat Bay is home to a myriad of organisms, from the little-known clam worm to the well-known
blue crab. This productive system is relied upon for enjoyment, recreation and, for many, making a
living. Commercial and recreational crab pot fishing in Barnegat Bay has increased dramatically in
recent years. With this increase, both commercial and recreational crabbers can lose crab pots due to
boat traffic, storms, currents or even vandalism. When crab pots are lost they become derelict pots
commonly referred to as “ghost pots” because they can continue to fish, accumulating blue crabs or
other species that become trapped in the pots. Ghost pots can also become a navigational hazard in the
shallow waters of the bay.
In November of 2012, Mark Sullivan, Peter Straub and Steve Evert from The Richard Stockton College of
New Jersey and Melanie Reding of the Jacques Cousteau National Estuarine Research Reserve received a
grant from the Barnegat Bay Partnership (BBP) to investigate the scope of the problem concerning ghost
pots in portions of Barnegat Bay. To that end, the primary objectives of the study were to identify and
map derelict crab traps in Barnegat Bay via side-scan sonar surveys, while simultaneously educating
crabbers and boaters alike in order to reduce future pot loss. A secondary goal was to remove and
dispose of a subset of pots (as funding allowed) with the help of a commercial crabber. The latter goal
will serve as a successful template for future removals in the region.
The area of Barnegat Bay surveyed (>17 km2) spanned portions of Stouts Creek (north) to Cedar Run
(south) with >319 pots identified through side-scan sonar imaging techniques. Ghost pots were entered
into a GIS (Geographic Information System) database and the coordinates used for pot reacquisition
with low cost Humminbird side-imaging units and removal using a weighted grapple system. Although
the window for pot recovery was shortened due to the after-effects of Hurricane Sandy and a
moratorium on removals during the active crabbing season (March – November, NJ Department of
Environmental Protection), 50 pots have been recovered to date with the help of commercial crabber
Joe Rizzo and a Stockton recovery team. Using project GIS maps, the team plans to opportunistically
remove additional pots into the future.
With the help of undergraduate students from Stockton’s Fisheries Science and Management course,
recovered pots were processed and additional data collected. The majority of pots collected (>80%),
were believed to be recreational pots, pointing to the need for educating recreational crabbers on best
practices to help avoid future pot loss. After processing, >70% of pots were deemed unfishable and
broken down and recycled. Given the poor condition of most pots (collapsed, rusted out, or partial
pots) and removal season (winter, early spring), bycatch of non-target organisms was low.
Perhaps equally important, an education and outreach component was designed to help minimize ghost
pot loss in the future, thus reducing the long-term impacts on our local bays and waterways.
Leveraging funds from an ongoing two-year mapping and removal project in the Mullica River- Great Bay
Estuary (funded by a NOAA Restoration grant) and the current BBP funds for outreach, a series of
brochures targeting recreational crabbers and boaters was created and will be available at local marinas,
partner organizations, and online. A newly launched website, www.WeCrabNJ.org, will have

downloadable materials as well as additional information on ghost pots and how to purchase a “Rig-ItRight” kit to correctly fish a recreational pot. Additional educational opportunities arose with an exhibit
at the Barnegat Bay Festival and a presentation at World Water Monitoring day in Wharton State Forest.
The latter project was shared with over 300 middle and high school students, raising awareness for what
current and the next generation of bay users can do to reduce the loss of crab pots.
Given the successful nature of the above derelict crab pot removal projects, Stockton College and the
Jacques Cousteau Reserve are continuing to look for ways to expand the work throughout unsurveyed
areas of Barnegat Bay and New Jersey as a whole - with the hope that other states and regions will find
ways to pilot similar projects in their smaller bay systems.
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Appendices
A - Recreational boater outreach guide
B – Recreational crabber outreach guide
C – www.WeCrabNJ.org home page
D – World Water Monitoring Day Challenge photos and project branding logo
E – Pot condition data sheet
F – Project photo library of recovered derelict gear
G – Project photo library of bycatch by recovered pot
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Appendix F – Project photo library of recovered derelict gear
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Appendix G – Project photo library of bycatch by recovered pot
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